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A Baroque Mermaid in Paris: Chanel
Cruise 12/13
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 16, 2012

Just when you thought the palace of Versailles couldn’t get any  more magical, along comes Karl
Lagerfeld and his band of baroque mermaids and mermen to transform the grounds into the perfect
backdrop for Chanel‘s 12/13 Cruise collection.
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Elizabeth Rose is still adjusting to the attention that the last year and a half has brought her, and we caught up with her for a look-in to the surreal life.

Elizabeth Rose is Ready To Mesmerise
lunamagazine.com.au

21 year old Elizabeth Rose is a force to be reckoned with on the Australian music scene. The electronic-pop singer and producer has made a...

8 minutes ago

Luna Magazine
If you were curious about what Kanye West's film Cruel Summer is about, and how the seven screen experience works, we've got the details.

Kanye West’s Cruel Summer Film Debuts at Cannes
lunamagazine.com.au

Kanye West debuted his new film, a follow-up to 2010's Runaway, at the Cannes Film Festival overnight.
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As the likes of Tilda Swinton, Vanessa Paradis and Haidee Ackerman looked on, models
sashayed between the picaresque fountains looking like fashionable extras in a modern-day  Marie
Antoinette biopic. Chanel‘s trademark jackets were given a baroque edge with rich jewelled
embellishments and decadent flourishes, showcased alongside diaphanous baby  doll dresses, gowns
worthy  of a Disney  princess, skimpy  swimwear and oversized sun hats perfect for keeping you safe
from the Cannes sun. And to satisfy  the elegant gardener in all of us, Lagerfeld offered up some
fetching golden quilted gardening gloves and an unmistakebly  Chanel watering can (*hunky
gardener sold separately).
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Photos of @kimbramusic liv e at Sy dney 's
Enmore Theatre up now! So ethereal…
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Australia, apparently  we're the world's
happiest people. Agree, or are y ou painting
y our thick black ey e makeup on atm?
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A muted palette of mint, v iolet and blush kept the looks as summery  and sweet as the sunny  day
around them, and carried on through the models’ blunt pastel bobs and dramatic rosey  eye makeup.
Expect to see more of those velvet CC face stickers adorning temples across the globe soon too, when
they ’re released as part of the upcoming Collection Versailles de Chanel makeup collection.
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Livia Arena SS 13
collection
BY BIANCA BARTOLO ON MAY
24, 2012

When y ou think Melbourne
fashion y ou think luxurious
fabrics, a simple silhouette
and staples with a twist. 
Local label Livia Arena
epitomizes this aesthetic and

CONTINUE READING...

Lover Release Bridal
Collection, ‘White
Magick’
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 23,
2012

Following on from their
much-lauded appearance at
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week
Australia earlier this month,
Lover hav e released 'White
Magick', a new capsule
collection aimed

CONTINUE READING...

Paul Smith “A to Z”
BY ALICE CURRIE ON MAY 22,
2012

Outrageously  talented
designer Paul Smith has
released his new book, “A to
Z”. Fans of the designer
descended upon the Paul
Smith boutique in Cov ent
Garden
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Images via Russh and Vogue Australia
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